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As part of the keynote sessions, National Credit Union Administration Chairman Todd Harper 
provided remarks to credit union attendees. Chairman Harper addressed the far-reaching 
implications of COVID 19 on credit unions, with emphasis on a prolonged unemployment 
rate which impedes loan demand and credit quality. Additionally, continued suppressed 
margins are expected which elevates regulatory concerns on interest rate risk. Current 
examiner attention is centered on capital, asset quality, earnings and liquidity. The NCUA is 
seeking permanent change to the Central Liquidity Facility and membership eligibility, and 
Chairman Harper encouraged all credit unions to join. Recent consumer protection reviews 
revealed concerns in three areas which underly the NCUA’s goal for a formal consumer 
protection and fair lending platform: 1) Fair Credit Reporting Act and the lack of reasonable 
written procedures and adequate reporting to credit bureaus; 2) Electronic Funds Transfers 
and credit unions not conducting proper error investigations and disclosures; and 3) Truth-
in-Lending and inaccurate disclosures and calculation of finance charges. Chairman Harper 
noted that NCUA will not criticize credit unions during the examination process for the 
extension of mortgage forbearances made under the CARES for prudent steps taken. 
Finally, diversity, equity, and inclusion, together with capital and liquidity monitoring, will be 
a primary focus in the months ahead. 
  
Rhode Island Senator Jack Reed provided remarks in a session on Messages from 
Congressional Credit Union Champions. In his remarks, he acknowledged with gratitude the 
vital role credit unions play in our nations’ communities, from helping small businesses, to 
providing good jobs, to making home ownership possible. Senator Reed praised credit 
unions for always standing by their members, especially so this last year during the 
pandemic.  
  
It is not too late to register for the conference and participate in the national credit union 
discussion. Registration can be completed with CUNA HERE.  
  
New Federal Bill Filed on Member Business Loans 
A new federal bill has been filed during the GAC on member business loans. Congressmen 
Brad Sherman (D-CA) and Brian Fitzpatrick (R-PA) have introduced the Access to Credit for 
Small Businesses Impacted by the COVID-19 Crisis Act of 2021. The bill has not been 
officially published and therefore a bill number is not available yet. Additional information 
will be provided as it becomes available. 
  
The bill would exempt all credit union member business loans made during a declared 
disaster from the member business lending cap for one year. Credit unions are currently 
limited to lending no more than 12.25% of their assets to small businesses.   
  
The enhanced flexibility this bill would provide is one of the Association’s top COVID relief 
priorities. 
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